at the Institute for Systems Biology in Seattle, Washington.
Rowen's wager of 25,947 is closest to the current reckoning of 24,847 made by the genetic database Ensembl. Like many good gamblers, she describes her number as "a stab"; one runner-up picked 27,462 because his date of birth was 27 April 1962.
The final gene tally is anyone's guessbut it is unlikely to rise again to the estimates of 80,000-100,000 mooted a few years ago. Geneticists at the meeting came up with many reasons why genes -regions of DNA that code for proteins -have proved so difficult to identify.
One reason is that gene-predictor programs, which trawl through DNA for landmark sequences characteristic of a gene, are notoriously unreliable. For instance, they often erroneously pick up pseudogenes, copies of real genes that have become defunct.
Conversely, the programs can miss genes carrying variations in their landmark sequences -and are completely flummoxed by unconventional cases, such as tiny genes, overlapping genes or small genes hidden within larger ones. "No gene predictor will ever get these right," says fruitfly geneticist Gerald Rubin of the University of California, Berkeley.
Lines of back-up evidence that are commonly used to strengthen program predictions are also fallible. For example, a putative human gene is considered more likely to be real if it matches a gene also found in databases of mouse, fruitfly or other organisms. But an unknown number of human genes have no obvious match.
With so many obstacles to tracking human genes, "there will never be a final number", predicts Jean Weissenbach, director of the sequencing centre Génoscope in Evry, France. Ultimately, it may turn out that every person has a different number of genes, as mutations have eliminated minor ones from their genome, he says. If cats prove to be susceptible to infection, they could be responsible for bringing SARS into homes. The World Health Organization (WHO) is keen to define all possible reservoirs among species that come into regular direct contact with humans. It is establishing an international network of laboratories with expertise in zoonotic diseases -infections that jump between species -to address the problem.
Researchers at the National Microbiology Laboratory in Winnipeg, Canada, have already tested pigs and chickens and have found no evidence that they can be infected by the virus.
"We want to recruit more specialized labs around the world to help extend this type of work to all domestic species," says Klaus Stöhr, the WHO's chief SARS expert, based at the organization's Geneva headquarters. He warns that a domestic animal acting as a reservoir would pose a greater risk to humans than if only wild species harbour the virus. 
